HOW TO REACH PERUGIA

BY TRAIN:

Arriving from the North of Italy,
- from Firenze S.M.N. direct connections with Perugia
- from Milano Centrale change in Firenze S.M.N.
- from Bologna Centrale change in Firenze S.M.N.
- from Torino Porta Nuova change in Firenze S.M.N.
- from Ancona change in Foligno.

Arriving from the South of Italy
- from Roma Termini direct connections with change in Foligno
- from Napoli Centrale connections with change in Roma Termini.

Online timetable: www.trenitalia.com

BY BUS

Perugia is daily connected by bus to Firenze, Roma, Napoli and Milano.

Autolinee Sulga
- Assisi – Perugia – Firenze
- Perugia – Milano
- Perugia – Napoli – Pompei
- Autolinea Ordinaria Casarano – Lecce – Brindisi - Taranto – Matera - Perugia
- Ravenna – Forlì – Cesena – S.Sepolcro – Perugia – Roma
- Roma Fiumicino – Roma staz. Tiburtina - Perugia

Online Timetable: www.sulga.it - tel. 075 500 9641

BY AIRPLANE:

Umbria International Airport – Perugia “San Francesco d’Assisi”

The airport is connected with:
- Cagliari (from April 2nd to October 22nd)
- Trapani
- Londra Stansted
- Bruxelles Charleroi
- Barcellona Girona (from March 31st)
- Tirana
- Bucarest

The airport is 12 km away from Perugia and it is connected to the Perugia Fontivegge train station by daily shuttle buses (Terminal Bus Sulga, info at 075 5009641).
INFORMATION
1-800 Numbers for reservations:
8488-65641 (National flights)
8488-65642 (International flights)
8488-65643 (information)

Website: www.airport.umbria.it

BY CAR:

FROM FIRENZE (Bologna - Roma):
Highway A1 up to the Val di Chiana exit.
After exiting at Valdichiana take the Bettolle-Perugia access road and exit at PREPO. Turn right at the interchange and follow the B.I.-S.A.Di.Ba. signs up to the School.

FROM CESENA (Venezia-Bologna)
While on the A14 highway, exit at Cesena and then take the E 45 (to Roma) following the directions to Perugia-Firenze. When in Perugia, take the second exit: PREPO. Turn right at the interchange and follow the B.I.-S.A.Di.Ba. signs up to the School.

FROM ROMA (via Orte-Todi - SS. E45) (SUGGESTED ROUTE)
Follow the SS. E45 and roughly 900 meters after the exit to Balanzano you meet the interchange to Perugia-Firenze and enter the access road Perugia-Bettolle (SS. n. 75-bis).
When in Perugia, take the second exit: PREPO. Turn right at the interchange and follow the B.I.-S.A.Di.Ba. signs up to the School.

FROM ROMA (via Orte - Terni - Spoleto along SS n. 3 Flaminia and then SS n.75)
Coming from Spoleto by SS n. 3 Flaminia enter SS n. 75. At the Collestrada interchange follow the direction to Perugia-Firenze. Right after Ponte San Giovanni keep on following the directions to Perugia-Firenze and enter the Perugia-Bettolle access road (SS. n. 75-bis). When in Perugia, take the second exit: PREPO. Turn right at the interchange and follow the B.I.-S.A.Di.Ba. signs up to the School.

HOW TO REACH SADIBA FROM THE PERUGIA BUS STATIONS

City Bus Line A.P.M.

- Line B: from Fontivegge (train station) to S. Marco Fornaci (near SADIBA) around every 40 minutes on week days and every hour on festivities.
- Line 106: from Fontivegge (train station) to S. Marco Fornaci from 6:25 to 2.03 P.M..
- Line E: from P.zza Partigiani (bus-terminal) to S. Marco Fornaci (near SADIBA) around every 50 minutes.

Website: www.umbriamobilita.it

OTHER USEFUL INFORMATION

RadioTaxi:

Tel. 075 5004888
HOW TO REACH PERUGIA CITY CENTRE FROM SADIBA

Public Bus line:

- Line B: from S. Marco Fornaci (near SADIBA) to Fontivegge Train Station and then by ‘minimetrò’: around every 40 minutes circa on week days and every hour on festivities up to 8:40 P.M..

- Line E: from S. Marco Fornaci (near SADIBA) to P.zza Partigiani (bus-terminal) and then by escalators: around every 50 minutes up to 9:05 P.M.

- Line K: from S. Marco Fornaci (near SADIBA) to P.zza Cavallotti (City Center): around every hour up to 7:59 P.M.

Website: www.umbriamobilita.it

The ‘minimetrò’

Minimetrò is the new City Transport System from and to the historic City Center.

Stations:
- Terminal Pian di Massiano
- Stazione Cortonese
- Stazione Madonna Alta
- Stazione Fontivegge
- Stazione Case Bruciate
- Stazione della Cupa
- Terminal Pincetto

The Minimetrò runs from Monday to Sunday and has an average frequency of 2.5 minutes. Here is the Minimetrò timetable:

MONDAYS - SATURDAYS
Opening time: 7,00 A.M.
Closing time: 9,20 P.M.

SUNDAYS and FESTIVITIES
Opening time: 8,30 A.M.
Closing time: 8,30 P.M.
Every day, the last journey starts within 15 minutes before the closing time.